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Small Nucleolar RNAs:
Versatile trans-Acting Molecules
of Ancient Evolutionary Origin
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The small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) are an abundant class of trans-acting RNAs that function in ribosome
biogenesis in the eukaryotic nucleolus. Elegant work has revealed that most known snoRNAs guide modification
of pre-ribosomal RNA (pre-rRNA) by base pairing near target sites. Other snoRNAs are involved in cleavage
of pre-rRNA by mechanisms that have not yet been detailed. Moreover, our appreciation of the cellular roles of
the snoRNAs is expanding with new evidence that snoRNAs also target modification of small nuclear RNAs
and messenger RNAs. Many snoRNAs are produced by unorthodox modes of biogenesis including salvage from
introns of pre-mRNAs. The recent discovery that homologs of snoRNAs as well as associated proteins exist in
the domain Archaea indicates that the RNA-guided RNA modification system is of ancient evolutionary origin.
In addition, it has become clear that the RNA component of vertebrate telomerase (an enzyme implicated in
cancer and cellular senescence) is related to snoRNAs. During its evolution, vertebrate telomerase RNA appears
to have co-opted a snoRNA domain that is essential for the function of telomerase RNA in vivo. The unique
properties of snoRNAs are now being harnessed for basic research and therapeutic applications.

Small nucleolar RNA Nucleolus RNP Telomerase Archaea RNA transport Ribosome
RNA modification RNA processing Cajal body Ribozyme

SMALL NUCLEOLAR RNAs a particular base modification (conversion of uridine
to pseudouridine) (117,125,151). The fully processedAND RIBOSOME BIOGENESIS
and modified rRNAs assemble with numerous ribo-
somal proteins to form small and large ribosomalsnoRNAs are essential for production of ribosomal

RNA. Recent work has revealed that many snoRNAs subunits that together comprise the translational ma-
chinery of all cells.base pair with precursor rRNA marking individual

nucleotides for modification. Other snoRNAs are re- While the basic steps of ribosome biogenesis have
been studied for many decades, it is only in the lastquired for cleavages of precursor rRNA.

Despite the tremendous diversity of life on earth, decade or so that we have come to discover the role
of a collection of trans-acting RNAs known as theall extant organisms depend upon structurally and

functionally similar ribosomes. Furthermore, the ma- snoRNAs [reviewed in (6,53,64,93,123,158,188,201,
214,224)]. snoRNAs constitute a very large family ofjor steps in the generation of ribosomes are generally

similar in all organisms. For example, precursor RNAs found in diverse eukaryotic organisms. It is
estimated that �150 different snoRNA species existrRNAs are typically synthesized, cleaved, and post-

transcriptionally modified to yield small and large in each human cell (87). The known functions of
snoRNAs include roles in both pre-rRNA processingsubunit rRNAs. Among the most abundant of the

rRNA modifications are a specific sugar modification (endonucleolytic cleavages) and pre-rRNA modifica-
tion (ribose methylation and pseudouridylation).(methylation of the 2′ hydroxyl group of ribose) and
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Two snoRNA Classes The box D (or box D′) element and guide se-
quence(s) of the snoRNA play key roles in the meth-

Based on the presence of conserved sequence ele-
ylation reaction (Fig. 1A). The snoRNA guide se-

ments and common secondary structures, snoRNAs
quences are always located immediately upstream of

fall into two major classes: box C/D snoRNAs and
box D (and/or box D′). The rRNA nucleotide found

box H/ACA snoRNAs. Exceptions to this general
across the snoRNA/rRNA duplex precisely five nu-

rule include the RNA component of the MRP endo-
cleotides upstream of box D is targeted for modifica-

nuclease (106,136) and a recently identified snoRNA
tion (6,7,87). There is no base specificity to the reac-

species (U85) that contains both box C/D and box H/
tion (A, C, G, and U are all methylated) and the

ACA motifs (80). A few members in each of the two
length of the snoRNA/rRNA duplex appears to be

major snoRNA classes are involved in site-specific
flexible (the observed range is 10–21 nucleotides).

pre-rRNA cleavages (123,188,201,224). However,
The “box D-plus-five” nucleotide selection rule, ini-

the vast majority of snoRNAs function as rRNA
tially inferred from snoRNA sequences and mapped

modification guide RNAs, directing site-specific nu-
sites of methylation, was strengthened by the obser-

cleotide modifications of rRNA (6,151,201,224). The
vation that alteration of the spacing between the

specification of the site of modification is achieved
guide sequence and box D results in a corresponding

by base pairing of the snoRNA with rRNA, and the
shift in the modification site to a new site precisely

type of rRNA modification directed depends on the
five nucleotides from box D (87). Furthermore, novel

class of the snoRNA. Box C/D snoRNAs guide addi-
sites of methylation can be targeted in vivo simply

tion of a methyl group to the 2′ hydroxyl of specified
by engineering new guide sequences in snoRNAs

rRNA ribose moieties (33,87,143,200,206). Box H/
[(31,33,107) and W. Speckmann, R. M. Terns, and

ACA snoRNAs direct conversion of targeted uridines
M. P. Terns, unpublished data].

to pseudouridines (58,142). A given modification
guide snoRNA may guide one or, less frequently, two

Box H/ACA snoRNAs Guide Pseudouridylation
rRNA modifications. In human cells, snoRNAs ap-

of rRNA
pear to be responsible for guiding �100 2′-O-methyl-
ations and �100 pseudouridylations of rRNA (117). Members of the box H/ACA class of snoRNAs ex-

hibit a common “hairpin–hinge–hairpin–tail” sec-Thus, an elaborate RNA-guided rRNA modification
system is present in eukaryotes. ondary structure (Fig. 1B) and contain positionally

conserved box H (ANANNA, located in “hinge”) and
box ACA (ACANNN, located at the 3′ terminus) se-Box C/D snoRNAs Guide 2′-O-Methylation of rRNA
quence elements (9,58,59). Box H and box ACA are

The function of box C/D snoRNAs depends on the
tethered by a neighboring stem creating the box H/

signature box C/D motif and regions of comple-
ACA motif (17,138). The guide sequences of box H/

mentarity to rRNA (Fig. 1A). The box C/D motif is
ACA snoRNAs are located in “pseudouridine pock-

comprised of a conserved box C sequence element
ets,” internal loops found in the 5′ and 3′ hairpins.

(RUGANGA, typically near the 5′ end of the RNA),
The rRNA uridine to be modified remains unpaired

a box D element (CUGA, typically near the 3′ end of
amid flanking sequences that are base paired with the

the RNA), and a terminal stem. Sequences adjacent
snoRNA guide sequences, and is located within a

to the box C and box D elements base pair to form
fixed range approximately 15 nucleotides from box

the terminal stem, which brings the two box elements
H or box ACA (58).

together across from one another in an internal loop
in the majority of the RNAs. In the mature snoRNAs

Molecular Basis of snoRNA Function
that lack canonical 5′–3′ terminal stems, internal
stems or stem structures that form transiently on pre- The function of snoRNAs involved in both cleav-

age and modification appears to rely on transient,cursor snoRNA molecules ensure the juxtaposition-
ing of box C and D sequences (41,216). snoRNAs site-specific base pairing with pre-rRNA sites, but the

ensuing molecular events are not understood in de-can have a second pair of box C-like and box D-like
elements [called box C′ and box D′ (87)] that are tail. For the few box C/D and H/ACA snoRNAs in-

volved in endonucleolytic cleavage, a chaperonelocated internally and are typically close to one an-
other in the primary structure or brought together via function has been proposed by Steitz and Tycowski

whereby base pairing of the snoRNAs prepares thea neighboring stem. Each methylation guide RNA
contains one or two regions of extensive complemen- pre-rRNA substrate for action by site-specific protein

endonucleases (193). On the other hand, the unrelatedtarity to rRNA (10–21 nucleotides in length) called
“guide sequences” that mediate base pairing with snoRNA, MRP (which is related to the RNA compo-

nent of RNAse P), appears to directly cleave rRNAspecific rRNA regions.
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Figure 1. snoRNAs mark rRNA sites for modification. (A) Box C/D guide RNAs direct site-specific rRNA 2′-O-ribose methylation. A box C/
D snoRNA (black) base pairs with one or two complementary rRNA sequences (gray) via complementary sequences (guide sequences) found
upstream of box D and/or box D′. The 2′-O-methyl group (M) is always added to the rRNA nucleotide that is paired to the fifth residue upstream
of the conserved box D and/or box D′ element. The box C/D motif, a common feature of box C/D snoRNAs, is shaded. (B) Box H/ACA guide
RNAs direct the conversion of uridines to pseudouridines. A box H/ACA snoRNA (black) base pairs with complementary rRNA sequences
(gray) in one or two loop regions (“pseudouridine pockets”). The target uridine(s) (Ψ) remain unpaired. Pseudouridine formation takes place
�15 nucleotides from the conserved box H or box ACA element. The box H/ACA motif, a common feature of box H/ACA snoRNAs, is shaded.

as a site-specific ribozyme (106,113,136,171). For EXPANDING ROLES FOR snoRNAs
box C/D and H/ACA snoRNAs that direct site-spe-

More recent work has revealed that snoRNAs also
cific modification of rRNA, duplex formation ap-

direct modification of snRNAs and perhaps mRNAs.
pears to be a requirement for recognition of the pre-

In addition, during the course of evolution vertebrate
rRNA target site by recruited modifying enzymes

telomerase RNA appears to have appropriated a
(i.e., ribose methylase or pseudouridine synthase).

snoRNA domain that provides stability and compart-
The precise function of the rRNA nucleotide modi-

mentalization within the nucleus. Finally, researchers
fications mediated by snoRNAs also remains ob-

are manipulating snoRNAs to provide vehicles for
scure, but several observations indicate their biologi-

controlled subcellular delivery of RNAs including ri-
cal significance. For example, the modifications

bozymes, and to serve as agents for targeted modifi-
occur on the newly transcribed rRNAs prior to cleav-

cation of cellular RNAs.
age, but are not found in the external and internal
transcribed spacer sequences (117). Furthermore, the

New Targets for Modification
modified nucleotides cluster to functionally important
domains of the mature rRNA including the peptidyl In addition to their well-established role in the

2′-O-methylation and pseudouridylation of RNAtransferase and decoding centers (6,21,116,151). Nu-
cleotide modification may alter intramolecular rRNA polymerase (Pol) I-transcribed ribosomal RNAs, the

targets for snoRNA-directed modification have ex-interactions and the three-dimensional structure of
rRNA, and/or intermolecular rRNA interactions with panded to include Pol II- and Pol III-generated RNAs

as well. For example, three box C/D snoRNAs haveribosomal proteins. Pseudouridine has increased po-
tential for hydrogen bonding relative to uridine, and been found to guide 2′-O-methylation of U6 spliceo-

somal snRNA (a Pol III transcript) (60,209). Themethylation of ribose increases the hydrophobic char-
acter of the residues and is predicted to protect specific eight ribose methylations and three pseudouridyl-

ations of U6 are likely guided by dedicated snoRNPsphosphodiester bonds against nucleolytic cleavage.
Most individual modified nucleotides of rRNA are not within the nucleolus (60). U6 snRNA transiently trav-

els through nucleoli where it presumably encountersrequired for cell viability (93,168,201). Thus, it is likely
that the modifications perform a collective function in the snoRNPs (101,152,160). A recent study indicates

that internal modification of U2 snRNA (a Pol IIribosome biogenesis and/or protein translation.
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transcript) is very likely also mediated by snoRNAs gest a link between snoRNA expression and this dis-
ease. The gene encoding the brain-specific box H/within the nucleolus or perhaps Cajal bodies (232).

In this study, we demonstrated that ribose methyla- ACA snoRNA is located within the intron of the se-
rotonin 2C receptor mRNA (the presumed target oftion and pseudouridylation of U2 and U2 RNA vari-

ants correlated with the nucleolar localization of the ribose methylation by BII-52, see above).
In summary, it is becoming clear that snoRNAs actRNAs (232). Furthermore, modification could be res-

cued by appending an exogenous nucleolar localiza- on a diverse repertoire of substrate RNAs. snoRNAs
that lack significant sequence complementarity totion signal (derived from a box C/D snoRNA) to U2

variants (232). Internal modification of U5 snRNA rRNA or other known targets have been reported
(32,79). It will be exciting to learn the nature of the(also a Pol II transcript) is guided by an intriguing

snoRNA found by Jady and Kiss (80). This RNA target RNAs recognized by these “orphan snoRNAs.”
(U85) is the first example of a snoRNA that contains
both box C/D and box H/ACA motifs and guides Essential Role of a snoRNA Domain
both 2′-O-methylation and pseudouridylation (80). in Telomerase RNA

There is now evidence that snoRNAs may also di-
rect the modification of certain messenger RNAs Telomerase RNA is a core component of the te-

lomerase enzyme, which is required for the synthesiswith fascinating potential consequences. A box C/D
snoRNA that contains an 18-nucleotide, phylogeneti- of telomeres at chromosome ends and implicated in

tumor progression and cellular senescence (22,40,67,cally conserved complementarity to the brain-specific
serotonin 2C receptor mRNA has been identified in 68,74,210). Recent studies have identified a con-

served box H/ACA snoRNA domain present at the 3′both mouse and human (32,52). The BII-52 snoRNA
(called MBII-52 or HBII-52 in mouse and human, termini of vertebrate telomerase RNAs (37,132) and

revealed that vertebrate telomerase RNA associatesrespectively) is predicted to target 2′-O-methylation
of a particular adenosine residue within the serotonin with the known box H/ACA snoRNP proteins includ-

ing GAR1, dyskerin (Cbf5p homolog), NOP10, and2C receptor mRNA that otherwise undergoes adeno-
sine to inosine (A to I) editing (25,145). A to I editing NHP2 (43,45,134,165). The snoRNA domain of tel-

omerase RNA provides properties that are essentialof the serotonin 2C receptor mRNA (at up to five
sites) can lead to structurally and functionally distinct to the function of the RNA. The 3′ snoRNA domain

of telomerase RNA is required for telomerase activityserotonin receptor molecules (25,32,145). Further-
more, A to I editing is markedly inhibited by 2′-O- in human cells and has been shown by Mitchell et al.

to be important for the stability and proper 3′ endmethylation in vitro (231). Taken together, the find-
ings raise the intriguing possibility that this snoRNA formation of the RNA (134). Furthermore, we have

found that telomerase RNA is retained in the nucleus(as well as others) may regulate A to I editing that
occurs in brain (36,157). (i.e., does not undergo nuclear export) due to the box

H/ACA snoRNA motif (112a). A portion of endoge-The BII-52 box C/D RNA is expressed specifically
in the brain. Two additional box C/D snoRNAs nous telomerase RNA biochemically fractionates

with nucleoli (134) and injected telomerase RNA be-(named MBII-13/HBII-13 and MBII-85/HBII-85 in
mouse/human) and one box H/ACA snoRNA (MBI- comes targeted to the dense fibrillar component of

Xenopus oocyte nucleoli (138). The nucleolar local-36/HBI-36) have been identified whose expression is
limited to brain tissue (32,42,126). No obvious se- ization of telomerase RNA is also mediated by the

box H/ACA snoRNA motif (138). Our data demon-quence complementarities between these snoRNAs
and other cellular RNAs have been identified and it strate that the 3′ snoRNA domain of telomerase

RNA, which is dispensable for telomerase activity inremains to be determined if these snoRNAs function
in nucleotide modification. However, the genomic or- vitro (4,5,12,133,199), functions in intranuclear tar-

geting of telomerase RNA in vivo. Interestingly, weganization and expression patterns of these RNAs in-
dicate their functional importance. For example, the also observed a stable association of telomerase

RNAs with nucleoplasmic structures known as Cajalgenes encoding all three brain-specific box C/D
snoRNAs map to a region of human chromosome 15 (coiled) bodies (112a).

It is not yet clear why telomerase RNA associatesimplicated in the neurogenetic disease Prader-Willi
syndrome (PWS) (32,42,126). PWS results from a with nucleoli or Cajal bodies. While telomerase RNA

resembles a box H/ACA snoRNA, it does not likelydeficiency in paternal gene expression. The expres-
sion of the box C/D RNAs was not detected in the guide pseudouridylation of rRNA (37). Modification

of telomerase RNA or the assembly of telomerase en-brains of PWS patients or PWS model mice (32).
These findings indicate that expression of the zyme might take place within nucleoli and/or Cajal

bodies. Moreover, because the precise intracellularsnoRNAs is subject to paternal imprinting, and sug-
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location of telomere synthesis has not been deter- binding site was inserted into the U16 snoRNA se-
quence and targeted to nucleoli (24). Subsequent ex-mined in vertebrate cells, it is formally possible that

telomeres become transiently associated with nucleoli pression of Rev protein resulted in export of the
chimeric RNA to the cytoplasm, indicating that theand/or Cajal bodies during their synthesis (i.e., that te-

lomerase functions within these structures). Alterna- HIV-1 Rev protein is present and can function within
nucleoli. It will be interesting to see whether thetively, telomerase RNA localization studies in ciliates

suggest a role for subnuclear structures (such as nucle- chimeric anti-Rev-snoRNA can function as a Rev de-
coy to effectively inhibit replication of the HIV-1oli or Cajal bodies in vertebrates) in the compartmen-

talization of telomerase RNA away from chromosomes virus.
when it is not involved in telomere synthesis (51).

Small Nucleolar RNAs as Tools for Site-Specific
Modification of RNA Targets. The ability ofUse of snoRNAs in Applied Research
snoRNAs to guide site-selective nucleotide modifica-
tion is also beginning to be exploited for RNA func-Small Nucleolar RNAs as Vehicles for Intracellu-

lar Targeting of Ribozymes and Other RNAs. Ribo- tional mapping studies (107,141). In this approach,
snoRNAs are engineered to direct the modification ofzymes are naturally occurring enzymatic RNAs that

catalyze the site-specific cleavage of other RNA mol- an RNA at targeted sites, and assays with the altered
RNAs then test whether modification at a particularecules. Ribozymes can be engineered to cleave cho-

sen target RNA molecules and inhibit expression of nucleotide interferes with function. In essence, the
strategy is akin to modification interference assaysspecific genes (81,163,173), and they are being de-

veloped to capitalize on their potential in therapeutic, used to determine the importance of particular nucle-
otides in a process in vitro; however, snoRNA-guidedbiotechnological, and basic research applications. A

major limitation in the application of ribozymes is modification offers a means to obtain the information
in vivo. The feasibility of the approach has recentlythat ribozymes that demonstrate good activity in vitro

are often found to be ineffective when introduced been demonstrated by Liu et al. with the identifica-
tion of specific novel methylations in the peptidylinto living cells (175). While the basis of the dis-

crepancy between the in vitro and cellular activities transferase center of rRNA that result in growth de-
fects in yeast (107).of ribozymes is generally unknown, the efficacy of a

ribozyme in vivo is certainly limited by access of
the ribozyme to the target RNA; clearly, the ribo-
zyme must encounter the target RNA in the cell for MULTIPLE MECHANISMS FOR THE
a productive interaction to take place. GENERATION OF snoRNAs

Recently, a chimeric snoRNA-ribozyme (dubbed
“snorbozyme” by Samarsky et al.) has been shown to The many individual snoRNAs present in cells have

diverse and interesting genomic origins. Recent workperform with an unprecedented, near 100% efficiency
against a colocalized RNA substrate in yeast [(179); has helped define the cellular machinery that har-

vests the snoRNAs from precursors.reviewed in (174)]. In this model study, a hammer-
head ribozyme embedded within U3 snoRNA se- Several unusual strategies are used to synthesize

snoRNAs in eukaryotes. Many snoRNA genes arequences was coexpressed with a second RNA con-
sisting of the ribozyme target sequences also present within introns of protein coding genes, and

functional snoRNAs are salvaged from introns ex-embedded within U3 snoRNA. The near-perfect effi-
cacy of the ribozyme in vivo was largely attributed cised by pre-mRNA splicing reactions (53,123,190,

201,224). Interestingly, such intron-encoded snoRNAsto the demonstrated colocalization of the ribozyme
and substrate in the cell nucleolus. reside in messenger RNAs encoding proteins in-

volved in the synthesis, structure, or function of ribo-Another chimeric snoRNA-ribozyme has been
shown to suppress HIV-1 infection of human cells somes, indicating that snoRNA production and ribo-

some production are coordinated events. Still other(131). A hammerhead ribozyme directed against a
conserved region of HIV-1 (the causative agent of snoRNAs are encoded within the introns of host

genes that do not appear to encode proteins; process-human acquired immune deficiency syndrome, AIDS)
RNA was embedded into U16 snoRNA sequences, ing of the nonprotein coding transcripts can liberate

up to 10 different snoRNA species (18,102,161,189,thereby targeting the ribozyme to nucleoli. The effi-
cacy of the chimeric snoRNA-ribozyme in targeting 207,208). Other snoRNAs are more conventionally

synthesized as the sole product of a transcriptionalthe destruction of HIV RNA provided insight that
HIV-1 RNA trafficks through nucleoli en route to the unit (123,205). These independently transcribed

snoRNAs are synthesized with 5′ m7G caps that un-cytoplasm. In a similar study, an HIV-1 Rev protein
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dergo hypermethylation within the nucleus to form a from the nucleus to the cytoplasm (77,122,137,195).
In contrast, snoRNAs remain within the nucleustrimethylated m2,2,7G cap structure (192,196,197). Fi-

nally, in plants and yeast there are examples of multi- where they are matured and function (196,197). Stud-
ies performed in the Xenopus oocyte system demon-ple snoRNAs encoded as polycistrons that are liber-

ated from their nonprotein encoding transcripts via a strate that snoRNAs are actively retained in the nu-
cleus by a mechanism that is saturable, sequencesplicing-independent mechanism (34,35,102,162,

168). specific, and factor mediated (191,196,197). In vivo
competition experiments have demonstrated that boxConsiderable progress has been made in decipher-

ing the mechanisms that generate mature snoRNA C/D snoRNAs compete for a limiting component that
is specifically involved in retaining these RNAs inspecies from precursor molecules, and in identifying

the cellular components responsible for the pro- the nucleus (197).
Extensive mutational analysis was used to dissectcessing events. Whether the snoRNA is encoded

within pre-mRNA introns or synthesized as a mono- the cis-acting sequences essential for retaining U3
snoRNA within the nucleus (191). Interestingly, thisor polycistronic transcript, biogenesis of mature

snoRNA molecules generally involves the concerted work revealed that the nuclear retention of U3
snoRNA does not simply reflect its nucleolar local-action of endonuclease and exonuclease activities.

For intron-encoded snoRNAs, the spliceosome pro- ization. The retention of U3 in the nucleus can be
independently mediated by both the box C′/D (com-vides the endonuclease activity responsible for releas-

ing most, but not all (27,217), snoRNAs from longer mon to all box C/D snoRNAs) and box B/C (U3-
specific) motifs, which function as redundant nuclearprecursor molecules. Subsequently, a debranching ac-

tivity (provided by the Dbr1p protein in yeast) linear- retention elements (Fig. 2A). However, only the box
C′/D motif targets U3 to nucleoli (139). Thus, whenizes the released snoRNA/intron-lariat intermediates

(154,162). An RNase III-like endonuclease (called the box C′/D motif of U3 is disrupted, the RNA is
retained in the nucleus but not localized to nucleoliRnt1p in yeast) functions to liberate snoRNAs from

independently transcribed units (34,35,168). The (139,191). It is not known whether there are redun-
dant sequence elements that mediate the retention ofcleavage enzyme that generates the 3′ end of poly-

adenylated mRNAs may also help release some pre- other box C/D RNAs, which do not contain a box B/
C motif. However, disruption of the box C/D motifsnoRNA precursor molecules (50). In all cases, the

endonucleolytic cleavage events generate pre- in U8 and U14 results in mislocalization to the cyto-
plasm (197), indicating that U3 may be unique insnoRNA molecules with 5′ leader and 3′ trailer se-

quences that are subsequently removed by exo- containing two nuclear retention elements. Finally,
the cis-acting RNA sequences and trans-acting pro-nucleases to generate mature snoRNAs. In yeast, 5′

end trimming reactions are carried out by 5′–3′ exo- teins that mediate the nuclear retention of box H/
ACA snoRNAs are unknown.nucleases called Rat1p and Xrn1p (162) while 3′ end

trimming is performed by a complex of 3′–5′ exo-
nucleases known as the exosome (1,135,212,213). Motifs That Target snoRNAs to Nucleoli
The generation of precise 5′ and 3′ termini of mature
snoRNAs requires the prior association of snoRNP To identify the cis-acting sequences that target

snoRNAs to nucleoli, localization studies have beenproteins, which protect the sequences within the body
of the snoRNAs against exonuclease attack (28,220). performed by a number of research groups in diverse

experimental systems including Xenopus oocytes,
mammalian cells, and yeast (78,97–100,138,139,
176,180). Results from our laboratory indicate that inINTRANUCLEAR TRAFFICKING OF snoRNAs
both the box C/D and box H/ACA family of

The mechanisms that control the transport and lo-
snoRNAs, the signature motif, comprised of the com-

calization of cellular RNAs are generally not well un-
mon box elements and an adjacent tethering structure

derstood. The snoRNAs have provided a good model
(Fig. 1), targets the RNAs to the nucleolus (138,139).

system to begin to dissect the means by which RNAs
Thus, we find that box C (C′ in U3, see Fig. 2A),

can be compartmentalized and targeted to cellular
box D, and an adjacent stem (but not other conserved

structures.
elements) are required for nucleolar localization of
box C/D RNAs (139). In addition, our laboratory and

snoRNAs Are Retained in the Nucleus
others have demonstrated that minimal RNAs con-
sisting of the box C/D motif are localized to nucleoli,After synthesis, most cellular RNAs (including

mRNA, tRNA, rRNA, and snRNA) are exported indicating that the box C/D motif is sufficient for nu-
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Figure 2. Structure–function analysis of box C/D snoRNAs. (A) U3 snoRNA (the most extensively analyzed box C/D snoRNA) contains
five conserved sequence elements known as boxes A′, A, C′, B, C, and D as well as a “hinge” region (H). Box A′, box A, and the hinge
each participate in U3 snoRNA/rRNA base pairing. Boxes B and C, and boxes C′ and D form functional units called the box B/C motif
(U3 specific) and the box C′/D motif (common to other box C/D snoRNAs). A terminal stem (TS) is a critical component of the box C′/D
motif of U3. The functions of the box B/C motif and the box C′/D motif elucidated by mutational analysis are indicated (see text for details).
(B) The box C/D motif is a common feature of box C/D RNAs. The indicated properties of the box C/D motif have been inferred from
studies of minimal RNAs comprised essentially of the box C/D motif (box C and box D separated by intervening sequences and linked by
a terminal stem). †W. Speckmann, R. M. Terns, and M. P. Terns, unpublished data.

cleolar localization (99,139,180). Furthermore, we nucleolar targeting of the RNAs (98,99). In these in-
stances the sources of the differences are more likelyhave found that addition of an exogenous box C/D

motif is sufficient to efficiently target U2sm- (an experimental. We have found that injection of RNAs
both in moderate amounts and in a solution contain-snRNA variant that is normally exported from the nu-

cleus) to nucleoli (232). ing dextrans is important to eliminate false-positive
signals that appear to result from rapid, nonspecific,It is important to note that some studies are not in

agreement with the box C/D RNA nucleolar localiza- heterogeneous interaction of injected RNAs with
nucleoli (A. Narayanan, R. M. Terns, and M. P.tion motif delineated above. Some studies have sug-

gested that structural elements of the box C/D motif Terns, unpublished data).
With striking analogy to the box C/D RNAs, we(e.g., adjacent stems) are not important in nucleolar

targeting of box C/D RNAs (97–99) and that an ele- have found that box H, box ACA, and the adjoining
stem structure are each important for nucleolar local-ment of the box B/C motif is also essential for nucle-

olar localization of U3 RNA (98). Some of the differ- ization of box H/ACA snoRNAs (138). However, our
studies indicate that these three elements are not suf-ences appear to be simply in interpretation of results;

for example, use of alternate U8 RNA secondary ficient for localization, but that localization also re-
quires at least one hairpin structure including an in-structure models or interpretation of experiments in

which structural elements were deleted (leaving short ternal loop (138). Thus, box H and box ACA tethered
by a single hairpin are targeted to nucleoli (138). Onsequences that we would propose may function like

a stem to tether the box elements) (97). However, in the other hand, other studies have concluded that the
stem of the box H/ACA motif (176) and the hairpinother cases very different results were obtained in

very similar experiments. For example, Lange et al. structures (100) are not required for targeting, and
that box H and box ACA function redundantly or ad-found that disruption of the terminal stem of U14, or

of the terminal stem or box C′ of U3 did not prevent ditively in targeting (100). Again, in some cases con-
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trasting conclusions may be a result of differences in tion with snoRNAs is likely dynamic, mediating the
biogenesis, transport, and function of the RNAs.the interpretation of experiments with deletion mu-

tants, and contradictory results may reflect whether a A distinct set of proteins is found associated with
each the box C/D and the box H/ACA snoRNA classesdextran-blocking solution was used in microinjec-

tions. (Table 1). Additional proteins that are uniquely asso-
ciated with a particular RNA have been identified forTaken together, the results indicate that the nucleo-

lar localization of box C/D snoRNAs and box H/ some of the snoRNAs involved in rRNA processing,
including U3 and U8 (Table 2). Thus, it appears thatACA snoRNAs requires cis-acting sequences and

structural features that are common to the members a common set of proteins mediates the function
of each of the modification guide snoRNAs, whileof each family of RNAs. Furthermore, base pairing of

snoRNAs to pre-rRNA is not essential for nucleolar snoRNAs involved in processing may require addi-
tional protein factors. The exact roles of each of thelocalization/retention of snoRNAs because snoRNA

variants devoid of all known rRNA complementari- protein components in snoRNA biogenesis and rRNA
modification or processing are not known. However,ties are targeted to nucleoli (97–99,138,139,180). In-

stead, in each family, the conserved sequence ele- while it has not been formally demonstrated, the en-
zymes that catalyze the modification reactions (i.e.,ments (i.e., box C and box D, or box H and box

ACA) are brought adjacent to one another as the re- the methylase and pseudouridine synthase) appear to
be among the integral components of the snoRNPs.sult of formation of one or more nearby stems to form

a core motif that serves as a nucleolar localization
signal. These results indicate that the �200 identified Common Components of box C/D snoRNPs
snoRNA species utilize one of two distinct nucleolar
targeting mechanisms. The box C/D snoRNAs that are involved in both

rRNA cleavage and 2′-O-methylation are associated
snoRNAs Traverse Cajal Bodies En Route with a common set of at least six proteins: fibrillarin/
to Nucleoli Nop1p (3,148,182), Nop56 (63,94), Nop58/Nop5p

(63,96,229), p50 (85a,140), p55 (85a,140), andWhile the nucleolus is the functional destination
p15.5kD/Snu13p (223) (see Table 1). Each of theseof snoRNAs, biogenesis and maturation of the RNAs
proteins has been shown to be highly conserved andlikely take place at distinct subnuclear sites. Box C/
essential for yeast viability.D snoRNAs have been observed in nuclear structures

Fibrillarin is likely the 2′-O-methylase that acts incalled Cajal (coiled) bodies in mammalian and plant
concert with the box C/D snoRNAs. Fibrillarin is re-cells under steady-state expression conditions (11,84,
quired for rRNA 2′-O-methylation in yeast (203)180,186). More recently, microinjection experiments
and contains all of the hallmark structural featuresrevealed that box C/D snoRNAs transiently associate
of known S-adenosylmethionine (SAM)-dependentwith Cajal bodies prior to nucleoli (139). Strikingly,
methyltransferases (144,218). However, fibrillarin isvariant snoRNAs that failed to localize to nucleoli
known to associate with box C/D snoRNAs involvedaccumulated at Cajal bodies (139). These observa-
in both 2′-O-methylation and pre-rRNA processing.tions indicate that box C/D snoRNAs move through
Furthermore, specific alleles of fibrillarin affect ei-Cajal bodies en route to nucleoli. In a similar study,
ther rRNA processing, ribosome biogenesis, or 2′-O-box H/ACA snoRNAs were not detected in Cajal
methylation, indicating that fibrillarin plays indepen-bodies; however, the result may simply reflect more
dent roles in these processes (203). Fibrillarin doesrapid transport through the Cajal bodies or the need
not appear to be required for the nucleolar localiza-to study precursor RNAs (138). Indeed, proteins as-
tion or stability of most box C/D snoRNAs [(202);sociated with box H/ACA as well as box C/D
W. Speckmann, R. M. Terns, and M. P. Terns, un-snoRNAs are present in Cajal bodies (57,128,169).
published data], indicating that it may not be essentialOther observations are also consistent with the hy-
for snoRNP formation.pothesis that Cajal bodies play an important role in

Nop56 and Nop58 are very similar proteins thatsnoRNP biogenesis and trafficking. For example, Ca-
appear to have divergently evolved from a commonjal bodies have been observed in close association
ancestor (73,140), but these two proteins do not per-both with genes that encode snoRNAs (61,121,184)
form redundant functions because both gene productsand with nucleoli (15,19,115,119,149,187).
are essential in yeast (94,96,229). Both proteins are
highly basic, a property that could be important in

THE PROTEIN PARTNERS OF snoRNAs interaction with negatively charged snoRNAs. Deple-
tion of Nop58 (but not Nop56) results in loss of boxsnoRNAs exist as small nucleolar ribonucleopro-

tein particles (snoRNPs) in the cell. Protein associa- C/D RNAs from the cell (94,96).
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TABLE 1
THE COMMON PROTEIN COMPONENTS OF THE BOX C/D snoRNPs AND THE BOX H/ACA snoRNPs

Vertebrate Yeast Structural Known or Predicted
Homolog Homolog Motifs Function(s) References

Box C/D snoRNPs
Fibrillarin Nop1p GAR, RRM-like, SAM- 2-O-methylase?, RNA binding, 3,49,148,182,202,203

methylase 18S rRNA processing, ribo-
some assembly

Nop56 Nop56p Homology to Nop58, KKE/D snoRNA stability, 18S rRNA 63,94
repeats processing

Nop58 Nop58p/Nop5p Homology to Nop56, KKE/D 18S rRNA processing 63,94,114,229
repeats

p50 Rvb2/Tih2 Homology to p55, Walker A/B RNA helicase?, snoRNP 140
motifs biogenesis?, 18S rRNA

processing
p55 Rvb1 Homology to p50, Walker A/B RNA helicase?, snoRNP 140

motifs biogenesis?, 18S rRNA
processing

p15.5kD Snu13p Similarity to NHP2 RNA binding (C/D motif), 223
snoRNA stability

Box H/ACA snoRNPs
GAR1 Gar1p GAR (two) RNA binding, snoRNP/pre- 8,20,45,66,72,221

rRNA interaction
Dyskerin Cbf5p KKE/D repeats Pseudouridine synthase?, 26,43,45,72,134,221,233

snoRNA stability
NOP10 Nop10p snoRNA stability 43,45,72,165
NHP2 Nhp2p Similarity to P15.5kD RNA binding? 43,45,72,165,221

snoRNA stability

A second pair of similar proteins, p50 and p55, snoRNP proteins, p50 and p55 are concentrated in the
nucleoplasm rather than nucleoli (140). Both proteinswas recently isolated as components of RNPs recon-

stituted in vitro on a model box C/D snoRNA sub- contribute to snoRNA stability (85a). p50 and p55
may be involved in the early steps of box C/Dstrate (140). Both p50 and p55 contain Walker A

(ATP/GTP binding site) and Walker B (ATP hydro- snoRNA production, snoRNP assembly, and/or intra-
nuclear transport.lysis) motifs, and may function as DNA/RNA heli-

cases (118). Unlike the other common box C/D The most recently identified protein common to

TABLE 2
PROTEINS ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIFIC EUKARYOTIC snoRNAs

Vertebrate Yeast Structural Known or Predicted
Homolog Homolog Motifs Function(s) References

U3 Specific
U3-55k Rrp9p WD repeats RNA binding?, Nuclear retention?, 111,112,164,215

18S rRNA processing
Sof1 Sof1p WD repeats 18S rRNA processing 82
Mpp10 Mpp10p Phosphoprotein, Charged regions 18S rRNA processing 46,103,225

Imp3p Similarity to S4 family ribosomal RNA binding?, 18S rRNA processing 104
proteins

Imp4p 18S rRNA processing 104
Lcp5p Charged regions 18S rRNA processing 226
Dhr1p DEAH-Box RNA helicase?, 18S rRNA processing 39
Rcl1p 3′-phosphate cyclase-like 18S rRNA processing 14

La Lhp1p RRM, PEST, ATP RNA binding, pre-U3 biogenesis 91
Nucleolin Gar2p, Nsr1p Phosphoprotein RRM (2-4), GAR 18S rRNA processing, Multiple 65

cellular roles

U8 Specific
X29 ? Sequence not determined 5.8S and 28S rRNA processing? 204
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box C/D snoRNPs is p15.5kD (Snu13p in yeast) (72,95). Each of the four core H/ACA snoRNA bind-
ing proteins also associates with human telomerase(223). This protein is required for box C/D snoRNA

accumulation (223). Interestingly, p15.5kD had been RNA (45,134,165), which contains a conserved box
H/ACA snoRNA domain (37,132,138).previously identified as a protein that selectively in-

teracted with the U4 spliceosomal snRNA (147). Evi- Cbf5p is very likely the catalytic component of the
snoRNP responsible for rRNA pseudouridylationdence indicates that p15.5kD interacts directly with

similar sequences present in both the 5′ stem loop of guided by the box H/ACA snoRNAs. Cbf5p exhibits
significant sequence similarity to known pseudouri-U4 and the box C/D motif of the snoRNAs (223).

The occurrence of the protein in both snRNP and dine synthases (89), and depletion of the protein or
mutation of key residues results in a specific decreasesnoRNP complexes points to a possible significant

connection between snRNP and snoRNP biogenesis in H/ACA snoRNA-mediated rRNA pseudouridyla-
tion in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (92,233). Mutationand/or pre-mRNA and pre-rRNA metabolism.

The structural organization of box C/D snoRNP of the human homolog of Cbf5p, dyskerin, can lead
to a lethal X-linked bone marrow failure diseaseparticles is unknown. The box C/D motif appears to

be necessary for association of each of the six com- called dyskeratosis cogenita (71). While dyskerin as-
sociates with both telomerase RNA and box H/ACAmon proteins, but is not sufficient for binding of all

of the proteins (10,29,222,223). p15.5kD interacts di- snoRNAs, it is unclear why certain dyskerin muta-
tions lead to a selective loss of telomerase RNA inrectly with box C and box D sequences in vitro, sug-

gesting that this protein plays a crucial role in box human cells (134).
Box H/ACA snoRNP particles appear to containC/D motif recognition and snoRNP assembly (223).

Protein–protein interactions have been observed be- two sets of the four core proteins; each set may be
associated with one of the two box H/ACA snoRNAtween fibrillarin, Nop56, and Nop58 in vivo (63,94).

Association of Nop56 (but not Nop58) with box C/D hairpin structures (221). However, the assembly of
the box H/ACA snoRNPs is not well understood.snoRNAs is dependent on the presence of fibrillarin

(94), suggesting that Nop56 interacts with box C/D Nhp2p may bind directly to H/ACA snoRNAs, as it
contains a putative RNA binding motif (90,221). InsnoRNAs indirectly via protein–protein interactions

with fibrillarin. The association of fibrillarin with box addition, Gar1p has been reported to interact directly
with box H/ACA snoRNAs in vitro (8). The glycine-C/D snoRNAs was thought to be indirect as well

(111), but recent work suggests that fibrillarin is ca- and arginine-rich (GAR) domains, which are associ-
ated with RNA binding proteins and found in thepable of weak but direct binding to U16 in a manner

dependent on box C and box D (49). Ongoing work amino- and carboxy-terminal sequences of Gar1p, are
not essential for the in vitro RNA binding activity ofto define box C/D snoRNP composition including

specific RNA–protein and protein–protein interac- Gar1p or for yeast viability (8,66). Nhp2p, Gar1p,
Cbf5p, and Nop10p may each contact the RNA, astions will provide a better understanding of the roles

of the various proteins in box C/D snoRNP biogene- UV cross-linking products with corresponding mo-
lecular weights have been observed (45). There ap-sis, transport, and function.
pears to be considerable flexibility in the require-
ments for protein assembly on different snoRNAs.Common Components of Box H/ACA snoRNPs
Formation of a U17 snoRNP or the telomerase RNP
in vitro requires only the 3′ hairpin and an intact boxComponents of the box H/ACA snoRNPs have

been identified by direct biochemical purification of ACA, whereas the assembly of U19 and U64
snoRNPs seems to require the entire “hairpin–hinge–native snoRNP particles from yeast (72,110,221).

Four proteins, Gar1p, Cbf5p, Nhp2p, and Nop10p, hairpin–tail” structure (45).
associate with all tested box H/ACA snoRNAs (72,
92,221) (see Table 1). Each of the four proteins is Proteins Uniquely Associated
essential for growth and is required for both rRNA With Specific snoRNAs
processing and pseudouridylation (20,66,72,92). All
but Gar1p are required for box H/ACA snoRNA sta- U3 snoRNA interacts with at least eight proteins

that have not been found in other snoRNP complexesbility/accumulation in yeast (20,72,92). Depletion of
Gar1p negatively affects the ability of box H/ACA (Table 2). U3 is a conserved, essential box C/D

snoRNA required for 18S rRNA processing rathersnoRNPs to interact with pre-rRNA (20). Interest-
ingly, depletion of either Cbf5p, Nhp2p, or Nop10p than 2′-O-methylation (13,16,47,75,85,181). In addi-

tion to the common box C/D proteins (see above),results in the codepletion of Gar1p, indicating that
interaction of Gar1p with each of these components coimmunoprecipitation analysis indicates that U3 in-

teracts with Sof1p (82), U3-55k/Rrp9p (111,112,is required for the stability of the Gar1 protein
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164,215), Mpp10p (46,103,225), Imp3p (104), Imp4p specific protein, U3-55k/Rrp9p, has been mapped to
the box B/C motif, with box C being of primary im-(104), Lcp5p (226), Rcl1p (14), and Dhr1p (39). Like

U3, each of these proteins is specifically required for portance in the interaction (112,215).
Recently, a 29-kDa protein (X29) has been purifiedthe processing of mature 18S rRNA and is essential

for cell viability (14,39,46,82,104,215,226). The ob- that exhibits the properties of a specific component
of U8 snoRNPs (204). Like U3, the U8 snoRNA is aservation that depletion of each protein leads to spe-

cific 18S rRNA processing defects but does not affect member of the box C/D snoRNA family. However,
while U3 is involved in 18S rRNA processing, U8 isthe stability of U3 RNA indicates the primary impor-

tance of the proteins in the function rather than bio- involved in the processing of 5.8S and 28S rRNAs
(i.e., components of the large ribosomal subunit) ingenesis of the U3 snoRNP. In addition to these pro-

teins, the nucleolar protein nucleolin selectively vertebrates (159). The gene encoding this U8-specific
protein and further characterization of this proteininteracts with U3 snoRNPs and rRNA, and is re-

quired for 18S rRNA production (65). Finally, the have not yet been reported.
La protein, which is known to associate with several
RNAs containing U-rich 3′ termini (172,198), as- Putative snoRNP Assembly Factors
sociates transiently with precursor U3 snoRNAs in
yeast (91). It has recently been proposed that the assembly of

snoRNP complexes may be assisted by associationInteractions between the various protein compo-
nents of the U3 snoRNP have been described. with Nopp140 (230). Yang et al. have shown that

Nopp140 specifically interacts with both box H/ACAMpp10p associates with Imp3p, Imp4p, and Dhr1p (a
putative RNA helicase), and Dhr1p also associates snoRNPs and box C/D snoRNPs (Table 3) but ap-

pears not to be an integral component of either classwith Rcl1p (a protein with similarities to 3′-phos-
phate cyclases) in vivo (14,39,104). However, it is of snoRNP particle (230). Nonetheless, the stability

of several box H/ACA snoRNAs is dependent uponnot known whether these proteins interact directly or
indirectly with one another. Sof1p associates with fi- the function of the yeast Nopp140 homolog, Srp4p

(230). Other properties of this interesting phospho-brillarin in vivo, and allele-specific suppression of a
fibrillarin mutant by Sof1 argues for a direct interac- protein are consistent with the hypothesis. Nopp140

is present in quantities exceeding those of all knowntion between these two proteins (82). In cellular ex-
tracts, U3 snoRNA is found in both 12–15S and snoRNAs and is highly conserved (30,127,129,155).

In addition, Nopp140 colocalizes with snoRNP com-�80S ribonucleoprotein particles, which likely corre-
spond to free U3 snoRNPs and U3 snoRNPs associ- ponents in both Cajal bodies and nucleoli, and is

known to shuttle between these two nuclear struc-ated with pre-rRNA and other nucleolar components,
respectively (14,48,86,205). Rclp cosediments with tures (76). Further research is required to investigate

the hypothesis that snoRNP assembly is regulated bythe complex associated with pre-rRNA processing
but not with the free U3 snoRNP (14). Moreover, transient interaction with Nopp140.

The assembly of snRNPs, which function in pre-biochemically purified yeast U3 snoRNPs contain
only one U3-specific protein (223), U3-55K/Rrp9p mRNA splicing, is chaperoned by protein complexes

containing the survival motor neuron (SMN) protein(112,215). It is likely that the interactions of proteins
with the U3 snoRNP are dynamic and change during (23,54,108). The SMN protein has been shown to in-

teract directly with Sm proteins, the core componentsthe course of U3 snoRNP biogenesis and function. It
is not yet clear what role the individual proteins play of the snRNPs (23,56,185). Interestingly, one of the

most common inheritable and fatal human diseases,in U3 snoRNP assembly and function.
The U3 snoRNA sequences required for protein as- spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), results from loss of

functional SMN protein and leads to progressive deg-sociation are found primarily in the 3′ domain of U3,
which includes the conserved U3-specific box B/C radation of spinal motor neurons and muscle loss

(105). We have recently found that SMN also inter-motif and the common box C′/D motif (Fig. 2A)
(70,83,130,156,178). The core box C/D snoRNA acts with fibrillarin (a core component of box C/D

snoRNPs) in HeLa cells (Table 3) (84a). Interactionbinding protein p15.5kD/Snu13p interacts directly
with the structurally similar B/C and C′/D motifs of of recombinant SMN and fibrillarin in vitro indicates

that the proteins interact directly, and we have deter-U3 (223). Similarly, in vivo coimmunoprecipitation
experiments demonstrate that association of fibril- mined that the interaction is mediated by the Tudor

domain of SMN and the glycine/arginine-rich (GAR)larin with U3 requires box B, box C, box C′, and box
D [W. Speckmann, R. M. Terns, and M. P. Terns, domain of fibrillarin (84a). Moreover, single SMN

missense mutations, including an SMA-causing mu-unpublished data; see also (10)]. Finally, in both ver-
tebrate and yeast cells, the binding site of the U3- tation within the Tudor domain, impair the binding
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TABLE 3
ADDITIONAL PROTEINS ASSOCIATED WITH BOX C/D AND/OR BOX H/ACA snoRNAs

Vertebrate Yeast Structural Known or Predicted
Homolog Homolog Motifs Function(s) References

Nopp140 Srp40p Phosphoprotein, Acidic/serine snoRNP biogenesis/trafficking?, Interacts 76,127,129,230
rich with C/D and H/ACA snoRNPs

SMN Yab8p Tudor domain C/D snoRNP biogenesis?, Directly interacts 23,54,56,69,84a,108,161a,194
with fibrillarin and GAR1

Ssb1p GAR, RRM Interacts with snR10 > snR11 38
Sen1p DEAD box, NTP RNA helicase?, snoRNA maturation/ 170,211

stability

of SMN to fibrillarin (84a). Interestingly, we have karya indicates that the RNA-guided modification
system is of ancient evolutionary origin.also found an interaction between the core box H/

ACA snoRNP protein GAR1 and SMN (S. White-
head, K. Jones, R. M. Terns, and M. P. Terns, in Discovery of Archaeal Box C/D RNAs
preparation). These results indicate that SMN may

Archaea are unicellular prokaryotic organisms and,play a role in snoRNP biogenesis in a similar fashion
like bacteria, archaea lack nuclei and discernibleto its known role as an assembly factor for snRNP
nucleoli. It was therefore intriguing to find that arch-biogenesis (198a), and suggest another cellular defect
aeal genomes encoded proteins homologous to the es-associated with spinal muscular atrophy.
sential eukaryotic box C/D snoRNA-associated pro-
teins, fibrillarin and Nop56 and Nop58 (2,63,93). In
addition, 67 2′-O-methylations were reported in the

ANCIENT EVOLUTIONARY ORIGINS rRNA of the archaeon Sulfolobus solfataricus, a
number much higher than has been found in bacterialsnoRNAs and snoRNP proteins appear to have
species and similar to that observed in eukaryoticarisen over 2 billion years ago and are present today
species (146). These early observations predicted thein prokaryotes as well as eukaryotes. Gene duplica-
existence of trans-acting methylation guide RNAstions in eukaryotes appear to have increased the
(counterparts of eukaryotic box C/D snoRNAs) in or-number of proteins associated with snoRNAs.
ganisms from the domain Archaea. This prediction
was very recently borne out when directed computa-Homologs of snoRNAs are Found in a “Third
tional screens of complete archaeal genome sequenceDomain of Life”
databases systematically identified over 200 RNAs
predicted to guide 2′-O-ribose methylation of rRNABacteria do not appear to share the eukaryotic

system of RNA-guided rRNA modification and pro- in seven archaeal species (62,153).
The box C/D RNAs have presumably evolved in-cessing. Studies performed mainly in Escherichia

coli indicate that cis-acting sequences specify sites dependently in Archaea and Eukarya for many years.
The sequences of individual archaeal box C/D RNAsof pre-rRNA cleavage in bacteria, and each of the

relatively few sites of rRNA 2′-O-methylation and are not significantly similar to eukaryotic box C/D
RNAs; indeed, the only recognizable primary se-pseudouridylation in bacteria appears to be recog-

nized and modified by a dedicated enzyme (6,151). quence similarities are the short box C and box D
sequence elements. In this way, the archaeal RNAsOn the other hand, it has very recently become clear

that homologs of both eukaryotic box C/D snoRNAs appear to resemble the diverse individual paralogous
box C/D RNAs in eukaryotes. However, the archaealand snoRNA-associated proteins exist in the other

prokaryotic domain, Archaea (formerly known as RNAs are more compact than the eukaryotic RNAs,
on average only �60 nucleotides in length (versus,archaebacteria) (62,153). Archaea is a primary evolu-

tionary lineage that is phylogenetically distinct from for example, �100 nucleotides for S. cerevisiae)
(62,109,153). Interestingly, the regions of comple-both Bacteria and Eukarya, comprising a third do-

main of life (44,227,228). The divergence of Archaea mentarity to rRNA are generally shorter in the arch-
aeal RNAs (62,153). Furthermore, unlike most eukar-and Eukarya is thought to have occurred more than

2 billion years ago (55,177,183). The occurrence of yotic box C/D RNAs, the vast majority of archaeal
RNAs appear to guide modification of two sites bymethylation guide RNPs in both Archaea and Eu-
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means of two functional box C/box D/guide sequence teins lack the amino-terminal GAR domain present in
eukaryotic fibrillarin homologs (2,73,218). However,units (62,88,109,153).

Biochemical experiments confirm that the compu- the most notable difference between the systems may
be the apparent expansion of individual box C/Dtationally predicted box C/D RNAs exist in Archaea,

and indicate that the RNAs are found as RNPs in- RNP protein genes in archaea to pairs of essential
paralogs in eukaryotes (Fig. 3). Two pairs of verycluding fibrillarin and Nop56/58 protein homologs.

At least 18 box C/D RNAs were coimmunoprecipi- similar proteins, Nop56p and Nop58p [36% identical
in mouse (140)] and p50 and p55 [42% identical intated from S. acidocaldarius using antibodies against

fibrillarin and Nop56/58 (153). Primer extension re- mouse (140)], selectively interact with box C/D
snoRNAs in eukaryotes (94,96,114,140,229). In bothactions have confirmed the existence of predicted box

C/D RNAs from four additional archaeal species: S. cases, archaeal genomes contain a single gene that is
orthologous to the two eukaryotic genes (i.e., arch-solfataricus (153), Methanococcus jannaschii (153),

Pyrococcus abyssi (62), and Pyrococcus furiosus (S. aeal Nop56/58 and p50/55) (140). It seems likely that
ancestral Nop56/58 and p50/55 genes underwentMattox, R. M. Terns, and M. P. Terns, unpublished

data).
Some of the sites of rRNA modification predicted

from box C/D RNA guide sequences (using the guide
rule derived in eukaryotes) have been verified by
primer extension assays in four archaeal species
(62,153). These results indicate that the RNAs also
function to guide 2′-O-ribose methylation in archaea
by the same “box D-plus-five nucleotide” methyla-
tion targeting rule observed with the eukaryotic box
C/D snoRNAs (6), though this has not been demon-
strated experimentally.

Archaea includes organisms that occupy extreme
ecological niches including high salt, high pressure,
extreme pH, and high temperature. It is interesting
that the number of predicted modifications is much
higher in extreme hyperthermophilic organisms than
in mesophilic archaeal organisms (153). This obser-
vation suggests a role for increased ribose methyla-
tion in the thermostability of rRNA or ribosomes in
hyperthermophilic organisms. In addition, the num-
ber of experimentally detected rRNA methylation
sites increases when the hyperthermophilic archaeon
S. solfataricus is grown at progressively higher tem-
peratures (146), suggesting that hyperthermophilic
archaea may regulate rRNA methylation in response
to elevated temperature.

Evidence for Expansion of the Number
of Components of the Methylation Guide RNP
in Eukarya

Homologs of each of the known common eukaryo-
Figure 3. Relationships between the known protein components of

tic box C/D snoRNA binding proteins have been re- box C/D and box H/ACA RNPs in eukaryotes, and homologous
proteins encoded in archaeal genomes. Only fibrillarin and Nop56/ported in archaeal genomes (2,63,140,153,218,223).
58 have been experimentally determined to be associated with boxHowever, with the exception of fibrillarin and
C/D RNAs in archaea (153). Three pairs of eukaryotic snoRNP

Nop56/58, it is not known whether the homologous protein genes are represented by a single gene in archaea: Nop56
and Nop58 (140), p50 and p55 (140), and Snu13 and Nhp2 (R. M.proteins interact with box C/D RNAs in archaea.
Terns and M. P. Terns, see text). The archaeal Nop56/58 proteinThere are interesting differences between the eukary-
is also related to Prp31 (73). The archaeal Snu13/Nhp2 protein is

otic and putative archaeal box C/D proteins. For ex- also related to ribosomal protein RPL8 or L7a (R. M. Terns and
M. P. Terns, see text). See text for additional details.ample, all of the predicted archaeal fibrillarin pro-
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gene duplication during the evolution of eukaryotes, RNAs appears to represent homologs of eukaryotic
snoRNAs that function in pre-rRNA cleavage eventsthereby expanding the number of core box C/D RNP

proteins from perhaps four proteins to six proteins (e.g., U3 snoRNA). Furthermore, only one of the pro-
teins associated specifically with U3 in eukaryotes,that are each essential in higher eukaryotes (Fig. 3).

Another gene duplication event may have provided Imp4p, has been found in archaeal genomes [(124);
R. M. Terns and M. P. Terns, data not shown]. How-for the independent evolution of a box C/D protein

and a box H/ACA protein in eukaryotes. Like ever, the observation that in vitro rRNA processing
in a cell-free system derived from Sulfolobus acido-Nop56p and Nop58p, and p50 and p55, the box C/D

protein Snu13p and the box H/ACA protein Nhp2p caldarius appears to require one or more essential
RNA cofactors indicates the potential involvement ofare similar in eukaryotes (32% identical in yeast,

R. M. Terns and M. P. Terns) and are represented by trans-acting RNAs in rRNA cleavages in archaeal
species (166,167).a single gene in each of eight archaeal genomes (R.

M. Terns and M. P. Terns, data not shown). Interest-
ingly, Snu13p and Nhp2p are also related (though to Evidence Suggesting the Existence of Box H/ACA

snoRNA Homologs in Archaeaa lesser extent) to the ribosomal protein RPL8 or L7a
(23% and 25% identical in yeast, R. M. Terns and

The presence of box C/D RNPs in Archaea natu-
M. P. Terns). The Snu13p, Nhp2p, and RPL8 pro-

rally begs the question as to whether box H/ACA
teins are each related to the archaeal ortholog to simi-

snoRNPs will also be found in this domain. Archaeal
lar extents (e.g., the yeast proteins are 35%, 39%, and

ribosomal RNAs contain pseudouridine (120,146,
35% identical to the Pyrococcus furiosus protein,

150), which could be introduced by multiple pseudo-
R. M. Terns and M. P. Terns). Our analysis is consis-

uridine synthases (as in bacteria) or via small guide
tent with the idea that Snu13, Nhp2, and RPL8 are

RNAs that mark sites and recruit a common pseudo-
paralogs that arose by two gene duplications early in

uridine synthase (as in eukaryotes). The number of
the evolution of the eukaryotes. The eukaryotic

pseudouridine residues present in rRNA from archaea
Nhp2p and RPL8 proteins contain significant N-ter-

is much lower than that observed in eukaryotes, and
minal (both) and C-terminal (RPL8) extensions not

is similar to that observed in bacteria (151). This ob-
found in Snu13p and the archaeal ortholog. The func-

servation might suggest that H/ACA snoRNA homo-
tion(s) of the Snu13/Nhp2/RPL8 ortholog in archaea

logs do not exist in archaea. However, the recent real-
remains to be determined. A similar relationship ex-

ization that archaeal genomes encode proteins
ists between eukaryotic Nop56, Nop58, and Prp31p

homologous to all of the known eukaryotic box H/
and the orthologous archaeal protein Nop56/Nop58/

ACA snoRNA-associated proteins (Fig. 3) (128,219,
Prp31 (73). In this case, the archaeal protein has been

221) makes the question more interesting again. Wa-
found to associate with box C/D RNAs (153).

tanabe and Gray have shown that the archaeal protein
Despite the divergence, recent experiments in our

annotated as a TruB homolog is more similar to
laboratory indicate that the essential RNA/protein

Cbf5p (the putative box H/ACA RNA-associated
recognition elements of box C/D RNPs are remark-

pseudouridine synthase) (219). However, the archaeal
ably well conserved between archaea and eukaryotes.

homolog of Nhp2p (219) is also related to Snu13p
We have microinjected box C/D RNAs from Pyro-

and RPL8/L7a (R. M. Terns and M. P. Terns, see
coccus furiosus into nuclei of oocytes from the

above), and it is not clear that the protein would func-
aquatic frog Xenopus laevis, and found that the arch-

tion as a box H/ACA protein in archaea. Computa-
aeal RNAs are retained in the nucleus, localize to

tional search algorithms (similar to ones that identi-
nucleoli, interact with Xenopus fibrillarin, Nop56,

fied the box C/D RNAs in yeast and archaea) have
and Nop58, and direct site-specific modification of

not yet been developed for box H/ACA RNAs.
rRNA (192a). This extraordinary recognition between
two systems that have evolved independently for
more than 2 billion years (55) may reflect the simple

CONCLUDING REMARKS
restriction imposed by the requirement for coevolu-
tion of the proteins with multiple RNAs. Once multi- Investigation of the snoRNAs has revealed a large

family of trans-acting RNAs of great diversity andple guide RNAs became established in a common an-
cestor of Archaea and Eukarya, covariation of an versatility. Recent work has shown that the targets of

the snoRNAs may include snRNAs and mRNAs asindividual RNA and common protein would require
the unlikely simultaneous covariation of the other well as rRNAs. The genomic origins of the snoRNAs

are also varied and include salvage from mRNA in-RNAs. Thus, many years later, the eukaryotic pro-
teins recognize archaeal box C/D RNAs. trons. Furthermore, it has recently become clear that

snoRNAs exist not only in eukaryotes but also in di-To date, none of the identified archaeal box C/D
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verse organisms from the prokaryotic domain Arch- including ribozymes. The impressive developments
of the last few years provide exciting new researchaea. These findings have resulted in an explosion in

our comprehension of the numbers and functions of frontiers in the field of snoRNA biology.
nonprotein-coding RNAs that may be encoded in the
genomes of organisms.
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